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W E . THE CAUSAL PRINCIPLE, AY!! KEZIP SMITH

When we say of a proposition that it is possible, we
sometimes mean no more than that it is logically possible,that

is, consistent with itself.

A proposition can be possible in

stronger senses than this, but not in any weaker one.
"p is possible"

sense of

For a

that d i d not entail *@pis self-con

sistent."would have to be a sense of "p is possible" which was
consistent with *'p is self-inconsistent"

And it is obvious

that there can be no such sense as that.
One of the stronger senses in which a proposition a n
be possible i s this:

consistent (with itself and in addition)

with every observation-st8tcment.
staterent,

8

(I aean by an observation

proposition which, if it were true, could in prin

ciple be discovered by experience to be true.)

If a proposition p is contingent,

(that is. neither

necessarily true nor necessarily false),then

its negation (its

contradictory) hot-p is contingent too; and since contingent,
not necessarily fa1se;and since not necessarily false, consis
tent with itself.

SO, given any contingent propositions. its

falsity is among those propositions

which 8re possible in the

first and weak sense mentioned above.
If

8

proposition p is not only contingent but unveri

fiable,(that is, not deducible from any observ8tion-st8ttment),
then not-p is consistent both with itself and with every obser
vation-statement.

So, given any unverffiable contingent propo

sition,its falsity is among those propositions which aro possi
blo in the second and stronger sense nentioned 8bOVe.
1

,

Some stock cxamplcs.

"Whatever is a raven is black"

is contingent, and its falsity therefore possible in the first
sense;

so too is its contradictory

non-black ravens" contingent,
first sense.

"There are such things as

and &falsity

possible in the

But the latter proposition is not unverifiable,

sinco there ate observation-statements from which it is deduc
("There are such things as precn ravens", for example;

ible.

or **A green raven was in captivity at Taronpa Park Zoo in Jan
uary 5 1 s t 1975**.) The former proporition, on the other hand, is

not only contingent but unverifiable~sincethere are no obser
vation-statements from which it is deducible. Hence, *Whatever
is

8

raven is black"

is a proposition the falsity of which is

possible both in the first and in the second sense noticed
8bOVe.
A third and still stronger sense in which a proposi

tion can be possible is the following: p is possible if and d y

if (p is consistent vith itself,every ObSeN8tiOn-Statement is
consistent with p,

and in addition) p is neither more nor less

probable in rolation to the conjunction of e and n, where e i s
any observation-statement and n any necessary truth,than it is
in relation to n alone.
symbolically. as "P(p/n.t)

-

The last condition may be expressed,
P(p/n) for a11 necessarily true n

8nd a11 observation-statements a'*;

or In Carnap's phrase a s ,
"every observation-statement is initially irrelevant to p" 1

Sore examples will quickly make the idea of initial
irrelevance, and its opposite, more familiar; and hence will
make the third sense of "p is possible*' more faiiliar.

be m y necessary truth and e any observation-statement.

.

Let n

Now

let p be, for-example,some necessarily false propositioqthen,
2

since P(p/n)

= o =

P(p/n.c),

-

e is initially irrelevant to p.

Or let p be necessarily true; then, since P(p/n)
e is again initially irrelevant to p.

1 = P(p/n.e),

Again, let p be '%hat-

ever is a raven is black": then some observation-statements e
are initially relevant to p.

For if e is 'This raven is black,"

for example, P(p/n.e)>P(p/n);

or at any rate, that is what we

think if we are not inductive sceptics. Again, if p is "The
Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father and the Son", it is at least
very plausible to Say that every observational e is initially ir
relevant to p; since there appears t o be no.observrtiona1 e such
thrt P(p/n.e)>P(p/n),
NOW,

or P(p/n.e)cP(p/n).

let us d l

8

proposition *'unconfo~8ble"if and

only if it is contingent, unverifiable, 8nd every observationstatement is initially irrelevant to it.
It is an obvious but
in any c8se a true principle of probability,that if P[p/n.q)
=
P(p/n)

then P(-p/n.q)

= p(-p/n);and

hence that if

8

proposition

is initially irrelevant to another, it is initially irrelevant
to the negation of that other.

Consequently if a propositionis

unconfir88ble, its negation is unconfimable too.
I t follows that a proposition which is unconfimable

(and hence contingent 8nd unverifiable),

is one the falsity of

which is possible in the first, the second, 8nd the third of
the three senses of "p is possible" which h8ve now been noticed.

For its falsity is consistent uith itself; 8fso with every obSerV8tiOn-St8te88t; m d every obserV8tion-st8te8ent fS fn&tf81l]r
irrelevant to it.

3

,

2.

'Whatever is a raven is black" is a stock example, as

I said earlier, of a proposition which is not only contingent
but unverifiable.

So almost all philosophers agree, then, in

thinking that the falsity of this proposition is consistent both
with itself and with every observation-statencnt; that is, that
its falsity is possible in the first and in the second sense
noticed above.
About the same number of us would regard "Whatever is
a raven is black1* as

not unconfirmable.

dissenters on this point.

Tnere may be a few

If there are any, they would be in

ductive sceptics who maintain that, in any inductive argument,
the observational premiss is (despite the vulgar prejudice to
the contrary) initially irrelevant to the conclusion. Most of

us, however, are not such inductive sceptics.

We think that,

for example, reports of ravens found by experience to be black,
make it more probable that whatever is a raven is black,
it is prior to experience,

than

or in relation to necessary truths

alone.
Host of us think, then, that the falsity of "Whatever
is a raven is black"
sistent uith itself;

is possiblr,

in the sense that it is con

in the sense that it is consistent (not

only with itself but) uith every ob':srvation-st8temant; but
in the third sense, of which the additional element uas that
every observation-statement be initially irrelevant to it.

So much for what most of us think.
3.
think about the same matters?

What uould H

a

4

Neither "Wmterer is a raven is black" not its nega
tion, he would say, could ever be "demonstrated".
course he means,

deduced from necessary truths).

such a proposition.

Expzrience

could ever give us any reason to believe

alone, he would say.

which,

(by which of

This is H u e in his Baconian vein; a vein

although of course it is an essential and omnipresent

element in his philosophy,is also the least distinctive.or most
commonplace, element in it. In short,Hume would regard "Whatever
is a raven is black" as we do: that is,as contingent.and hence
as a proposition the falsity of which is possible at least in
the sense that it is self-consistent.
It is equally obvious that Hume would regard 'Whatever
is a raven is black" as unverifiable.

For of the theses he

advances about propositions like this one, the Baconian thesis
that

%
0

experience can give us any reason to believe them,is

only the most obvious and least important. A further, more im
portant, and more characteristic Hurenn thesis is this:

even experience

that

cannot give us a compfetely conclusive reason

to believe them.

No number or variety of ravens all observed

t o be black,he is always telling us,proves that the unobserved
ones are all black too. This i s Hune in his vein of 'inductive
fallibilism',

(as I have elsewhere called it):a

vein which w e

are now constantly and quite erroneously tempted to dismiss as
truistic,

but which in any case i s clearly present and promin

ent in his philosophy.

Huae would, then, again agree with the

rest of us,and regard "Whatever is a raven is black" as a pro
sition the falsity of which is possible,
consistent (not only with itself but)
statement. 2

in the sense that is

with every observation-

But Hune was not only an inductive fallibilist,
content to maintain that the falsity of "Whatever is a raven
is b1ack"is possible just in the sense that it is consistent
w i t h (itself and) every observation-statement.

an inductive sceptic,

He was

also

and therefore one who maintained that

the falsity of such a proposition is possible in some sense
still stronger than that.
In particular,if what I have elsewhere tried to show

is true, Hume was an inductive sceptic of the kind mentioned
hypothetically at the end of 2 above. The kind, that is, who
maintain that the observational premiss of every inductive
argument is initially irrelevant to the conclusion.
I cannot of course re-assemb1.e here all the grounds
whichsin chapters 2-4 of the book referred to in footnote 2.

I have given for this view.

The most I can do, but what may

perhaps suffice vith readers especially familiar with the
texts of Humc's philosophy,

is to remind the reader of two

propositions that are always being reiterated throughout Hume's
philosophy of the understanding, rather like two bells which
"answer" one another.
The first is, that prior to experience, we have no
reason to believe a proposition such as "Whatever is a raven
is black".

(This is of course pure commonplace, as Huae

often says it is:

a Baconian soporific, intended to unready

us for the shocking blow that is to follow.)

The second is,

that even after experience we have no reason to believe them1
A

3

thousand ravens all discovered by experience to be black,he

would ray, are no more reason to believe'whatever is a raven
6

is black", than one black raven is;

and one, no more reason

than none.
Hume admits indeed,or rather constantly erphasises,
that a thousand ravens all found to be black do in fact pro
duce, in the minds of men. belief in "Whatever is a raven is
black"; as one black raven,or none, does not.

But of course

H u e was not only a natural-historial of belief-formation,
content just to catalogue the kinds of evidence that are
fact satisfactory to the mind.
-

&

He was also, and much more in

portantly, concerned to evaluate those kinds of evidence; to
ask whether they
us".

w o u l d satisfy the mind, "if reason determined

And in the case o f inductive evidence, his answer was

emphatically that it would not.
If this exegesis is correct,then according to Hula,
Whatever is

8

raven is black" is no more probable (or less)

in relation to e.n,where e is observational and n necessarily
true, than it is in relation t o n d o n e , or prior to experience.

In other words H u e regards this proposition in just

the way that 8ort of us reg8rd * m e Holy Ghost proceeds from
the Father and the Son"; th8t is, as unconfirmable.
If s o , H ~ l r e went even further than the rest of us in
maintaining that the falsity of"k%atever
is possible.

is a raven is black"

For the rest o f us, as we saw, maintain only

that-its falsity is possible in the sense that it is consis
tent with itself and with every observation-stateneat.Where8s
Hume, if I interpret him rightly, maintained in addition that
its falsity is possible in the sense that every obrervationSt8teRent iS initi811y iTTelOV8nt tO it.
7

But in order not to rely
of Huae's'inductive

here on an interpretatioz

scepticisa which is

specifically ay o m ,

I do not intend to affira categorically what I have just af
firmed conditional1y;but only a weaker thesis.Being an induc
tive fallibilist, H u e regarded the falsity of "Whatever is a
raven is black'ks possible in the sense that it is consistent
vith itself and with every observation-statement.

But being

not only an inductive fallibilist but an inductive sceptic.he
must have regarded the falsity of such a
sible in

proposition as pos

sense of *'possible"which is stronger than that.

Exactly what the additional element in this stronger sense of
**possible" is,
unspecified.

we can afford in the present context t o leave

I have made clear uhat I think it is, viz. the

initial irrelevance of every observation-statement to the fal
sity of the proposition in question; but let us waive the detail.

The essential point is that Hrue regarded the falsity

of '"hatever is a raven is black" as possible,

of "possible"

in

sense

stronger than g'~~nsistent
uith itself and with .

every ObseNation-stateaent".

his being an inductivo sceptic,

And this 8uch it certain fro8

and not merely an inductive

fallibilist, at all.
Of course I do not suggest that Hume,

even in his

philosophical works,is an inductive sceptic consirtently.That
is obviously not so.

It is not hard to find passages in vhich

he writes as though an unverfiable contingent proposition, "All
.an must die" for exuple, is Certain,
sible.

or its falsity impos

In some of these passages Hwo is sbple, sosethas

avouedly, speakiag with the vulgar.'If

thero aro others where

this is not so, then these passages must simply be regarded

8s

minor deprlrtures from consistency with the main theses of his
For taken as anything else,

philosophy of the understanding.

they would prove Hume to be not only no inductive sceptic, but
not even an inductive fallibilistl

Whereas he certainly was

both.

To recapitulate. Hune regarded the falsity of such a
proposition as "Whatever is a raven is' black"

no fewer than three senses.
consistent with itself.

as possible, in

First, in the sense that it is

Second, in the stronger sense that it

is consirtent (not only with itself but)

with every observa-

tion-state8ent. Third, in some still stronger sense.

Wow consider,

4.

instead Of "Wl18tever is

8

raven is

black", "Whatever begins to exist aust have a cause of axis
toace". Let us call this proposition 'the Causal Principle'.
H w did Ihme regard 2 7

First,
falrity

8S

as contingent;

possibl.

It least

and hence he regarded its

in the sense that it is consis

tent with itself.
He n o t e , for exa~plo,th8t something which begins

to exist without a cause "is so far porrib10,that it implies

no contradiction or rbsurdity".'

. It.would be easy to defend

the exegetical thesis just r t a t d ,by adding further quotations
to tha

1888

effect;

but ruroly it is unnecessary to do so.

lor Sho therir is as obviour u .host
%

my

in th. ontire his

tory of philosophy
Second.

time regarded the Causal Principle as un-

verifiab1e;and hence regarded its falsity as possible in the
sense that it is consistent

(not only with itself but) with

every observation-stitement.
This exegetical thesis is scarcely more doubtful
than the first one.

some opinion as

It hardly admits of doubt that Hume had

to the sufficiency or insufficiency of obser

vation-statements to entail the Causal Principle.

The only

question therefore is did he regard the Causal Principle
deducible from observation-~tatcments~that
is,8s verifiable,
like *?here is such

8

thing as

8

green raven"? nr did he re

gard it as not so deducible. that is, as unverifi8bl8,
Whatever is

8

like

raven is black?" The former alternative needs

only to be st8ted,for its un-Hu808n charactor(not to mention
its absurdity) to be manifest.

So limo regarded the CaUS.1

Principle as unverifiable.
In case this needs other defence.1 defend it thus.
It is clear that H u e regarded

the Causal Principle in the

same way as he regarded the proposition that

unobserved in-

stances resemble observed ones. and the proposition that the
future resembles the past: the variol*s 'Resemblance-theses'

(as I have elsewhere c8lled then), that he so often discussed.
So if he regarded the Resemblance-theses as unverifi8ble. he'

regarded the Causal Principle too 8s unverifi8ble.Now he did
regard the Resemblance-theses as unverifiable.
always telling us that

8

For he is

Resemblance-thesis could be deduced

from observational premisses,

only with the aid of another
10

premiss, (vis. the Resemblance-thesis itself),
of which-would make the deduction circular.'

that a Resemblance-thesis

CIMOt

I S

unverifiable

Now, an inductive

Which implies

be deduced from pbservation

stateaents along; that is, is unverifiable.
the C8US81 Principle

the addition

So he regarded

tOO.

scepticism cannot discriminate

between one unverifiable Contingent proposition and another,
but must regard them a11 in the samy waysas equally unlearnable from experience. Hume's inductive scepticisa,therefore,
requires him to regard the Causal Principle,

(since he cer

tainly regards it 8s contingent and unverifiablc),in justthr
Way he regards '7Sh8teVer fS

8

raven

IS

bl8cL"

And th8t is,

if my interpretation of his inductive scpeticism i s correct,
8s unconfinable.

I f th8t interpret8tion is correct, then,

XII.0 regarded the C8US81 Principle

sity of which is possible,

8S 8

proposition the f8l-

not only in the first and second

senses noticed abovm, but eren in the third:

that ever), ob

servation-statement is initially irrelevant to it.
Ag8in,

in order to avoid relying on an

however,

interpretation of his inductive scepticha which is specific8lly ay own.1 will affirm not 811 that 1 hrvo Just said but
only this weaker thesis: that Hum is required by his induc
tive scepticism to regard the falsity of the Causal Principle
8s possiblo in

a seam

of "possible" stronger than "con

sistent with (itself and) every Obse~ation-st8temcnt1*.

I do not say,again.that
g8rd tho

C8US.l

Principlo

U

Humt

consistently does re-

unconfirmable.

H.*does not.

Just as there are passages'in his works in which "All men must
die" is spoken of as though its falsity were inpossible,

so

there are passages in which the Causal Principle is spoken of
in the same way.

We must, again, regard these passages either

as concessions to common speech, or as minor lapses from con
sistency uith Hue's main theses.

For taken as anything else,

they would prove that Hume regarded the Caus81 Principle, not
merely as confirmable, but as verifiable1

I 8dvance. then, three exegetical thesis.
(1)

H u e regarded the falsity of the Causal Princi
ple 8s possible,in the sense that it is consis
tent with itself.

(2)

H u m regarded the falsity of the Causal Princi
ple as possible,in the sense that it is consis
tent not only with itself but uith every obser
vation-statement.

(5)

Hume's

inductive scepticism required hi8 to re

gard the falsity of the Causal Principle as pos
sible, in some still stronger sense.

To deny (3) would require us to hold that, regarding
unverifiable contingent propositions such as the Causal Princi
ple, Hune maintained no inductive scepticism at all, but went
no further than an inoffensive fallibilist thesis:

that the

falsity of any such proposition is consistent wf(itse1f and)
every observation-statement.

To deny (2) would require us to

hold that Hume was not even an inductive fallibilist about the
Causal Principle, but regarded it either 8s a verifiable
tingent proposition or a necessary truth.

con

To deny (1) would
12

require us to hold that he regarded it as

5.

8

necessary truth.

I advance these theses about the philosophical works

published in Hue's lifetime.

R e f G i ing t o the same works,

Hure himself once vrote a private letter, in which he rays the
folloving

.

*But a f t w me t o t e t t you, t h a t I never aaaerted r o
abeurd a P r o p o d t i o n aa
t h a t any t h i n g might a r i r a
a Cauee:I o n l y m a i n t a i n e d , t h a t our C e r t a i n t y of t h e
Pateehood of t h a t PropoaitZon proceeded n e i t h e r f r o a
I n t u i t i o n nor Demonatration; b u t from another Source.
t h a t t h e r e i s such an I s l a n d aa
for thee. Propoaitionr. I affirm, we kava no
demonotrative n o r f n t u i t i v o Proof.
Uoutd uou i n f e r
t h a t I deny t h e i r T r u t h , o r even theCr C e r t a i n t y ?
T h e w are many d i f f e r e n t kind8 of C e r t a i n t y ; a n d eome
of them ae m z t i a f a o t o r i t o t h e Mind, t h o parhape n o t
ao regular, a8 t h e demonatrative kind.'1

Greig gives the whole of the letter,and in his footnotes explains the circumstances surrounding it. The essential
circumstances are these.The letter was written in 1154 to John
Stewart, Professor of Natural Philosophy at Edinburgh 1742-59.
Both H u m and Stewart were at the time members of the Philoso
phical Society in Edinburgh, a body which subsequently became
the Royal society of Edinburgh.
volume oi essays,

The Society had published

one of which was an essay by Kames on

a

the

laws of motion, 8ad another of which was by Stewart,commenting

-

7 -

!

on #.es'.In

the course of this ess8y Stewart,with

8

reference

by name to Hue's Treatise, had written, inter alia:
"That rc*lrthir.g may b e g i n t o r z i r t , o r r t a r t i n t o bring
u i t h o u t a oauar, hath inderd b o r n advancrd i n a v a r y
Cngrniour and profound ryrtem of tho a o r p t i o a l p h i l o 
but hath not y r t born adoptrd by any of t h e
rophy;
r o o t o t i r r f o r inprovrnont of natural knovladgr..

.

Tho p8r8grrph quoted 8bove from Hum's letter must

clearly h8ve surprised Stewart.

I think it would equally sur
At m y rate it ought

prise most rerders of Hue's philosophy.
to surprise thorn.
his own philosophy,
surrestio

For 8lthough Mu0 was hore writing 8bout
8hOSt

everything he says is false or

8

u.
That somethlng m

m begin to exist without

8

cause,

is evidently oquiv8lent to the proposition th8t it is possible
for something to begin to exist without

8

c8uso. Th8t, in turn,

is evidently equiv8lent to the proposition that the falsity of
the Causal Principle is possible.

Now, 8s wo h8ve seon, Mu0

did mrintain th8t tho frlsity of the C8us8l Principle is pos
sible, in tho sense th8t it is consistent w i t h itsolf, 8nd in
the stronger sonso th8t it is consistent with (itself 8nd)every
observ8tion-st8to~ent: and he w8s required, we h8ve seen,
8

by
n85or thesis of his philosophy, to regard tho falsity of the

Caus8l Principle as possible in some stronger senso still. So,
despito wh8t ho here writer to Stmmrt,

Hme &
h

thot something might begin to exist without
two senses o f '".ight;

8

m8int8ined

c8use.in 8t le8st

8nd w8s requirod by his inductive scep

ticism to u i n t a i n it la SOB.

stronger sonso still.
14

What H u m says in his first sentence down to the colon,
could be true,

therefore, only if his "might" uere equivalent

to "it is possible" in some sense of "possibld'weaker

than even

the weakest of the three senses which we have noticed;hence in
some sense of "possible" weaker even than ~glogicallypossible"
or "self-consistent".

But as was pointed out in my first para-

graph, there can be no such sense as thqt.

Hence what H u e

says here cannot be true.
It is true, as far as I know,that H m e never asserted
in print that anything night arise without a cause
very words.

in those

But he would be guilty of a very grave suggestio

falsi if that were all that he was now saying.For

he certainly

did maintain in print propositions in which it is an immediate
and an obviously intended consequence, that it is possible, in
the various senses we have noticed,

for something to begin to

exist without a cause.
H u m had n o t "only maintained"
of the truth of the Causal Principle
Intuition nor Demonstration;

that "our Certainty"

"proceeded neither from

but from another Source" [sc.,

experience, of course].He had not only maintained that nothinu
but experience could make any contingent proposition.

the

Causal Principle for example, certain, That was only his most
obvious, Baconian, thesis.

He had further maintained. for a

Start, that even experience cannot make any unverifiable contin
gent proposition, the Causal Principle for example, certain.
That is his inductive-fallibilist thesis.And he had still fur
ther maintained that even' experience cannot give us any reason
at a11 t o believe any unverifiable contingont proposition, for

7

15

example the Causal Principle. That is his inductive-sceptical
thesis.
Stewart was perfectly entitled to infer that Hum.
denied the certainty, that is, maintained the possibility of
the falsity, of the Causal Principle. So long as by **possible"
is mean *'logically possible,**he could validly infer this even
from Hume's commonplace Baconirn thesis, that the Causal Prin-'
But when Stewart inferred that H u m

ciple is contingent.

denied the certainty, that is,maintained the possibility of the
falsity, of the Causal Principle,

in some stronger sense of

**possibler*'he was not obliged to infer it from the same weak
preoiss; as Hume, in thi third sentence of the paragraph quoted
above, ioplies he was.

There were r h o available t o Stewart.

to infer it from, the far more strong'and distinctive Muean
theses of inductive fallibilim and inductive scepticism.

fa

fact Stewart did infer this conclusion, I have no doubt, from
one or both of those theses. Most other readers of Hume have
done the same.

And the inferences is perfectly valid.

There is a strong sugpestio

u,too,

in tho last

sentence of Hume's paragraph. The suggestion, namely, that he
was content in his philosophy just to catalogue the different
kinds of evidence which as

8

matter of fact produce certainty

in the mind, and the last man to palter if some of these kinds
were *'perhaps not so regular" as others.

As though he never,

except perhaps by inadvertence, looked on MY kind of rvidence,
that satisfies other people, with the eyr of criticin,"I rill
not say, scepticisr**l The mind of anyonr fuiliar w i t h thmo'r

published k..ilosophy reels in the presence of

t

I

paragraph.

Yet this is Hune on Humel
There are two propositions which,as I have said, con
stantly succeed one another in Hum's

philosophy of the under-

standing, like one bell urswering another.

The first is, that

prior to experience.

we have no reason to believe any contin

gent sroposition.

By its inplied rejection of pure reason,

rovelation, Aristotle,

and indeed every authority except tho

authority of experience, this proposition is one especially
well suited to be "adopted by any of the societies for improvo8ent of natural knowledge."

Romenbering , therefore , tho famous

simile of "the boll that called the wits togother",wo ray aptly
call this first proposition @'Baconls belL@' The second proposi
tion is, that even after enerience we have no reason to believe

any unverifi8ble contingent Droporition. This strikes tho dis
tinctiro Hure8n note Qf inductivo rcepticisr,

's

fortiori

8

It u y aptly bo called, thoroforo,

of inductive fallibilism.
'71-

and

bali. "
Now it is clear that what had happened

8nd Stewart was this.

betwoen UUDo

Stewart, W e , and every on0 else, 8p-

proved of B8con's bell being rung, (even 8d n8use.1~).
Stewart,

8

physicist 8nd

8

But

rember of the Philosophical Society,

believed that Hu.e8s bell, if it were attended to,

could on:y

have the effect of entirely dispersing the wits again.

hnd it

is surely obvious that, in so believing,Stewart was right. For
if UUDe't

inductive scepticism woro true,then the BOSt porfect

p8rrdip of wasted effort rust be a socioty dedicatod to le8rn-

i q from oxperionco.
I t

Hume's response,quoted above, was to protest th8t he
had rung only Bacon's bel1,and never,rung his own 8t 8111 This
protest is incredible on the very face of it, since if it were
true, Hume would be a completely insignificmt
history of thought.

But 8s we have seen, it iS.not true.

HOW could H u m write so misleadingly

6.

figure in the

8bout his own

philosophy? When he had so often insisted th8t "we c8innot give
8

satisfactory reason,why we believe, after

ments, that

8

stone will f8ll or fire burn",'

8

thous8nd experi
how could he

S8i

th8t he had only maintained th8t from sources other th8n experi
ence, we cannot give such

8

reason? When he h8d so often emph8-

sized the insufficiency of experience to justify certain beliefs,
how could he persuade himself or hope to persuade others, that
his only thesis had been the 'little one',

th8t experience is

necessary to justify them?
Once before when he was trying to evade a chrrge of
"scepticism" against his writings,Hume had performed this saae
transparent manoeuvre with respect to the Causal Principle.
This was in the long paragraph on p.22 (in the original pagina
tion) of A Letter from a Gentleman to his friend in Edinburnh."
Now the paragraph immediately before that one is certainly insincere."

The possibility naturally suggests itself,

there18

fore, that H u m was insincere also in the following paragraph,
and agrin in the above paragraph of his letter to Stewart,
which S8yS essentially the same thing.

But there is nothing

positively to support this hypothesis.

and in the case of the

Stewart letter, everything is against it.
We are reduced, then, to the hypothesis of error.How

then, could H w e err so far?

To some extent he may have been mislead by his own
eximples.

For these, while they lend some plausibility to his

protest, are not really what the case requires.

That Caesar

CXiStCd, that there is such an lsland as Sicily, are indeed
contingent propositions, 8s they are required to be by the par
allel Hume Draws between them and the Causal Principle.

-

But

parallelism with the Causal Principle requires the8 to be
verifiable 8s well as contingent; which they are not.
they are themselves observation-statements;
Hum is at liberty to regard

then as

un

Indeed.

and that is why

certain.

Still, some deeper explanation than this seems called

for.

I think the explanation is to be found in one of those

conflicts of intention in Hume which have been well portrayed
by Professor Passnore:"

the conflict,

in particular between

'tiwe the positivist' and 'Hure the sceptic',(specifically

the

inductive sceptic). On the one hand Hume is a zealous partisan
and defender of empirical science, 8nd even,

he hopes an ex-

tender of it; while he reserves his scepticism for mirac1es.the
'mysteries of the Trinity' (the procession of tho Holy Ghost,

for exuple).

and the like.

On the other hand, the impetus

o t his own enquiry, into the kind of reasoning on uhich

19

empirical science relies, carried hia to a sceptical conclusion
This conclusion, however, is so

about science itself.

bizarre, and obliterates so disastrously the distinction between
scientific sense and religious nonsense, that m e , whenever he
wished to stand forth as a partisan of science, or even

as

8

strong 8otive for forgetting th8t

person of common sense. hrd

8

he had ever arrived at it.

And this motive would be especi8lly

strong in connection with the Causal Principle:

for th8t is

8

proposition which is especially deeply embet-ed in the scienti

f i c enterprise, and yet is, qll. contingent m d unvorifi8ble,

8S

8uch exposed to his inductive scepticism 8s even the 8Ost peripher8l proposition of that kind, 8uch 8s 'Ilh8teVer is

8

r8ven

is bl8Ck."
At m y r8te.this is the best explumtioa I c m ruggost
of Uume's mist8ke in the lrtter to Stewart. I doubt whether tho
explanation is 8degUatO.

If not,

suggest a better one. In m y

CIS.

8010

on, else may be 8ble to

we havo oao consof8tion: that

even if no adequ8te expl8nrtion is forthcomiag,
natter much.

If

a

it does-aot

philosopher ir; 8 pTiV8te letter COntr8diCts

the whole tenor of his published phllOSOphy,

the thing 88y bo
puzzling, evon inexplic8ble;but it is not in itself of rucb im
portance.

7.

The importance of the p8r8gr8ph quoted 8bove fro8 &me'

letter to Stewart, does not l i e in itself, but fa tho US.

th8t
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has been made of it by the most influential of Hume's 20th-century commentators, the late Professor Sorman Kemp Smith.
The overall impression made by Hume's

philosophy

on

its readers has IilWiyS been remarkably uniform; and it has been

of the kind which they have tried to express by calling it "scep
tical", or "negative", or

or

Hue

h&r 8ppe8red to his readers as pre-eminently
natural or couonsense beliefs.

a subverter of

On the Treatise Hume hinself

urote in the Abstract that "the philosophy contained

in this

book is very SCeptii8111"!3 and no one, I think, before the pre
ront, century, ever saw any reason to dissent from that vordict.
There is, indeed, room and need for a precise account of what

h i s characteristic scepticism consists in.

But 8s to the broad

fact, opinion has been uniform and emphatic.
Professor Kenp Smith,

however, first in some

8 r t i C l d 4 and lator in his influential book",
opposite view of Hume's

philosophy.

famous

advanced a quite

On this view of it, his

philosophy uas intended not to subvert but to endorse our natural
beliefs:

to allow us to regard them as no less certain then,

prior to philosophical reflection they seemed to be.
Belief in the Causal Principle is prominent among
those natural beliefs which.
philosophy allows

US

according to Kempt Smith, Hume's

to regard as certain.To support his inter

pretation, therefore,Kenp Smith needs to find passages in which
Xu80 has written as though he regards the Causal Principle as

certain, or its falsity as impossible.

Such passages do exist,
But 8
as I have said, and Kemp Smith quotes two of them. 16

parsago which supports his interpretation much more explicitly.
21

is the paragr8ph discussed above. from Hume's letter to Stewart.

Yenp Smith accordingly att8ches much importanco to this letter,
and as well as discussina it in his text, in ch8pter XVIII.gfvos

the lmtter in full, and will comment, in an appendix to

that

chapter.
I h8ve already indicated wh8t I think of those pass8gos
in Hume's works in which Contingent unverifi8ble propositions are

spoken of as though they C8n be COrtaiOn: that thoy

.TO

.either

concessions to common speech, or else minor l-psos fror consis
tency with tho main theses of his philosophy of the understanding.
And in genoral. I think that tho comaon intmrprmtation of Hmm's
philosophy, as SCeptiC81, is true; and that Korp S.ith*s inter
protation, consoquently. is false.

I could not, of course, in a short papar, undertaka
to establish such 8 general COaClUSiOn 8s th8t. Lhrt I do c h i .
to have shown th8t Ksrtp S d t h ' s intorpretation, at least SO far
8s it rests

011

tho lotter to stettart, is grouad1mss.Ih.t letter,

indoed, supports Krnp Smith's interprmtation. But tho poblishod
philosophy contradicts tho lotter.

,-.-

D. C. Stow,
Dopartmont of Traditional and Ilodmrn Philosophy,
Sydney University.
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1.

See Logical Foundations of Probability,(Chicago University
Press, 1 9 S O ) , p. 356. My sense of "initial irrelevance" is

in fact slightly wider than Carnap's, since he (in effect)
requires n to be tautological, not just necessarily true.
The 'relevance' terminology in general goes back,of course.
to Keynes' Treatise on Probabilitv.(Macnillan,Londono19Zl.)
2.

Of course the boot is really on the other foot:
it is xe
who agree with H u m .
For it was he more than any one
else who t a u g h t us that propositions like "Whatever is a
raven is black" are unvcrifioble.
On the whole subject
of his inductive fallibilisr,see my Probability and Hwe's
Inductive Sceoticism,
(Oxford University Press, 1975).
rspeci8lly Ch. 7.

3.

Here are five places where Hunc uses the expression "even
after", to introduce his inductive-sceptical thesis. and
8 corresponding
vBaconian'
to echo, 8S indicated 8bove,
thesis. Treatise, p. 91 8nd p. 139;
Abstract, p.294 and
p.297; Enquiry, p.52. (These 8nd subsequent references are
to the Selby-Bigge editions in the case of the Treatise d
Enquiry;
and in the case of the Abstr8ct. to David H u e
on Human N8ture 8nd the Understandinp, ed. Fleu, (Collier
Books. N.Y., 1962.)

4.

For er8mple, Tre8tise,p. 124, socond p8r8graph. third sen
tence.

S.

Treatise, p. 8 0 .

6.

For e x u p l e , Enquiry pp. 35-56; Tre8tise, p. 90; Abstract,
p. 294.
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